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ENJOY TRULY ETHICAL COFFEE



Let’s Talk Coffee
Specifically, Ecobean Coffee

There is a fine balance to strike between the need for
increased coffee supply and the impact this has on
the environment, we believe that one should not

come at the cost of the other!

Ecobean delivers coffee that helps to maintain this
delicate balance.

With our Zero Waste, Circular Economy Technology
we can deliver you a fresh, delicious and ethical
coffee that will also reduce your waste, cut your
Carbon Footprint, improve your Corporate Social

Responsibility and save you money!



Coffee Today
With coffee becoming an ever

increasingly popular part of everyday
business, it is equally important to

choose the right coffee supplier to fit
your business needs and ethics.

From the physical needs of your business
to the Corporate Social Responsibility it

has pledged to meet.

Ecobean Coffee is sure to deliver all
your requirements whilst improving your

CSR.



The Closed
Loop System

We are the only commercial coffee
roastery in the world that runs this

unique closed loop system.

Used Coffee Grounds are collected from
our customers, recycled it into energy

rich bio-fuel which we use to produce the
energy to roast fresh coffee. We then
pack and return to the customer with

fresh eco roasted coffee!

The cycle can then begin over again.



Quality
Coffee

Our coffees are skillfully crafted by
our master roasters operating our
Eco Roasters. Whether they are
roasting 5kg or 500kg, quality is

at the top of their priorities.

We pride ourselves in the quality
of our finished products. We know
you will also love what we produce
as much as how we produce it.



Used Coffee
Grounds

With over 500,000 Tons of Used
Coffee Grounds produced in the
UK each year, it is essential that
we divert as much from landfill
as possible. This will reduce the

levels of Methane & CO2
emissions created.

Turning it into biofuel is a great
way to recycle this abundant

resource.



UCG Collection
We have different ways for you to
separate and store your UCG ready

for collection and recycling

We have a growing UK network of
partners who specialise in Used

Coffee Grounds collection

We will work with you to secure the
best method of collecting and

storing your used coffee grounds.



Harnessing the
power of Coffee

Once the Used Coffee Grounds have
been reprocessed into Bio-Fuels, we
can use this to produce the thermal

energy we require to roast
Deliciously Responsible Eco Roast

Coffee.



Ethical
Sourcing

As well as making sure the coffee we
buy is of superior quality, it is equally
important to us that we are sourcing

our coffees ethically.

We have developed direct trade
relationships with growers across the
globe so that we can be assured of its
quality and provenance. This also
allows us to give back direct to the
farmers, ensuring a fair relationship

between us.



Ethical
Packaging

We have super environmentally
conscience packaging options.

One of our foodservice packaging
options can be recycled in widely
available paper recycling systems.

Our latest retail offering is also a
compostable ziplock pouch, which
will biodegrade once composted.



ZERO WASTE

To enable our customers to become
truly ZERO Waste, we can offer a
delivery and collection service that
will allow our foodservice customers
to receive their coffee in reusable
“eco tubs” as well as grounds

collection tubs too. Each time you
have a fresh delivery, the used

coffee is collected at the same time.
Reducing our impact on the planet

as well as your waste costs.



Coffee Blends
We have a comprehensive range
of deliciously responsible coffee

blends to choose from.

Each of our core blends has its
own unique attribute to it as well
as being Eco Roasted & Carbon

Neutral.

High Caffeine – Direct Trade –
Fairtrade – Rainforest Alliance –
Triple Certified – Ethical Decaf –

Social Impact



Taste
Matching

We understand the importance of
consistency with your coffee,
which is why we offer a blend
matching service to ensure you
can easily switch to Ecobean

without jeopardising your current
customer loyalty.



Private Label
Production

Wehave been producing private
label coffee for a wide rangeof

clients, large and small,
throughout the UK.

Weare equipped and confident
that we can produce your coffee
for you, just the wayyouwant it.



Training &
Support

Ensuring our clients are set up
using Ecobean properly is key.
We invest in our customers by
offering continued training and
support for their coffee offering.



Equipment
Partners

Beingspecialists in all things coffee,
it is important that weoffer a
professional coffee equipment
solution for your business too.

To achieve this, we have a close
workingpartnerships with reputable

coffee equipment & service
companies.

Theywill look after the supply,
installation, maintenance and

breakdown coverof your equipment.



To Summarise
CLOSED LOOP

ZERO WASTE

ETHICALLY SOURCED

CARBON NEUTRAL

TASTE MATCHING

TRAINING & SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT PARTNERS

CSR MPROVEMENT
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